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nanoparticles: role of the protein conformation and amine
groups in the nanoparticle stabilization
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Abstract Thermally denatured human serum albu-

min interacts with *3.0 nm spherical AgNP enhanc-

ing the fluorescence of Trp-214 at large protein/

nanoparticle ratios. However, using native HSA, no

changes in the emission were observed. The observa-

tion is likely due to differences between native and

denatured protein packing resulting from protein

corona formation. We have also found that NH2

blocking of the protein strongly affects the ability of

the protein to protect AgNP from different salts/ions

such as NaCl, PBS, Hank’s buffer, Tris–HCl, MES,

and DMEM. Additionally, AgNP can be readily

prepared in aqueous solutions by a photochemical

approach employing HSA as an in situ protecting

agent. The role of the protein in this case is beyond that

of protecting agent; thus, Ag? ions and I-2959

complexation within the protein structure also affects

the efficiency of AgNP formation. Blocking NH2 in

HSA modified the AgNP growth profile, surface

plasmon band shape, and long-term stability suggest-

ing that amine groups are directly involved in the

formation and post-stabilization of AgNP. In particu-

lar, AgNP size and shape are extensively influenced by

NH2 blocking, leading primarily to cubes and plates

with sizes around 5–15 nm; in contrast, spherical

monodisperse 4.0 nm AgNP are observed for native

HSA. The nanoparticles prepared by this protocol are

non-toxic in primary cells and have remarkable

antibacterial properties. Finally, surface plasmon

excitation of native HSA@AgNP promoted loss of

protein conformation in just 5 min, suggesting that

plasmon heating causes protein denaturation using

continuous light sources such as commercial LED.

Keywords Silver nanoparticles � Human serum

albumin � Lysine residues � Plasmon mediated protein

denaturation

Introduction

Over the last two decades, metal nanoparticles have

attracted a great deal of interest for biomedical
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applications. Nanotechnology has lead to a wide

variety of applications in the areas of catalysis,

imaging, DNA-detection, and material engineering

(Chatterjee et al. 2008; Elswaifi et al. 2009; Wadhwa

et al. 2009; Corma and Garcia 2008; Burda et al.

2005). When evaluating the potential applications of

metal nanomaterials in vivo, it is essential to deter-

mine their stability under physiological conditions.

Thus, several articles have focused on the develop-

ment and/or post-synthesis stabilization of biocom-

patible metallic nanoparticles (Swift et al. 2009;

Nangia et al. 2009; Shi et al. 2007; Pattabi and Pattabi

2009; Sakai and Alexandridis 2005). The synthesis

protocol for many of these materials frequently

requires harsh conditions that not only decrease the

overall particle yield, but also more importantly, fail to

ensure metal surface protection (Varner et al. 2010;

Murawala et al. 2009).

Some examples regarding the design of metallic

nanoparticles stabilized with proteins have been doc-

umented in the literature (Xiao et al. 2008; Murawala

et al. 2009; Eby et al. 2009). (Eby et al. 2009) for

instance, have recently prepared silver nanoparticles

(AgNP) functionalized with lysozyme that exhibit

potent antimicrobial activity. Further, (Murawala et al.

2009) have synthesized AgNP protected with bovine

serum albumin (BSA) where the BSA itself functions

as the reducing agent leading to an undesired protein

oxidation. Additional reports have also documented

that BSA is able to interact with AgNP electrostatically

(Ravindran et al. 2010; Mariam et al. 2011; De-Llanos

et al. 2011) affecting the binding capacity of the protein

with small molecules (De-Llanos et al. 2011). Never-

theless, research on the interaction between Human

Serum Albumin (HSA), the most abundant protein in

the human plasma where it can reach concentrations up

to 0.6 mM (Peters 1996) and AgNP has been scarcely

explored (Gebauer et al. 2012) though a deep under-

standing of the phenomenon is relevant for potential

biomedical applications. It has also been shown that

HSA can effectively interact with quantum dots and

gold nanoparticles (AuNP) (Nayac and Shin 2008;

Xiao et al. 2008). HSA also binds a large variety of

small molecules and ions (Honore and Brodersen

1984; Pinkerton and Koeplinger 1990; Kragh-Hansen

1990; Peters 1996; Borissevitch et al. 1996; Epps et al.

1998; Alarcón et al. 2009, 2012; Aspée et al. 2009).

Despite the progress made, it remains unclear to

what extent the nanoparticle presence changes protein

conformation and/or the enzymatic activity. Thus,

(Bretschneider et al. 2009) have synthesized AuNP

anchored to horseradish peroxidase and studied the

effect of surface plasmon band (SPB) excitation on

enzymatic activity. SPB excitation also provides an

efficient conversion of light-to-heat that can transfer

heat to the microenvironment directly around nano-

particles (Richardson et al. 2009; Fasciani et al. 2011).

This local heating can promote partial protein dena-

turation or changes in its conformation as reported for

small peptides (Slocik et al. 2007). In fact, there is a

range of mechanisms by which SPB excitation can

lead to physical or chemical consequences beyond the

aim of the present work (Ben-Yakar et al. 2008;

Scaiano et al. 2011). For protein/metallic nanoparti-

cles hybrids, (Holland et al. 2011) recently prepared

and characterized a biometallic glucose oxidase/

AuNP composite where a reduction on the apparent

catalytic activity of the enzyme and its KM was

observed. In particular, Silver nanoparticles (AgNP)

have been explored in surface enhanced Raman

scattering (SERS), catalysis, antibacterial activity,

and biomedical applications (Stamplecoskie et al.

2011; Sharma et al. 2009; Suh and Moskovits 1986;

Wu et al. 2008; Cınta et al. 1999; Herne et al. 1991; Li

et al. 2010; Edwards-Jones 2009; Varner et al. 2010).

More specifically, we have recently observed that

AgNP are unstable under physiological conditions

due, to some extent, to the large ionic strength, which

modifies the particle formal charge (Alarcón et al.

2012). This has not been a barrier for exploring the

in vitro toxicity and antibacterial activity of AgNP

(Sharma et al. 2009; Varner et al. 2010). In the present

study, we have employed HSA instead of BSA as

model for exploring how proteins interact with AgNP

since it has been reported before the different binding

capabilities of HSA and BSA in spite of their structural

similarities (Harmatz et al. 1975) by manipulating the

biomacromolecule conformation, and/or selectively

blocking NH2 groups we have shown that there is a

combination of several non-covalent electrostatic

interactions involved in such phenomenon, where

NH2 residues play a key role in the observed post-

stabilization and synthesis of AgNP. We also explore

to what extent SPB excitation with 405 nm LED can

affect the protein conformation in the HSA@AgNP

hybrid. The biocompatibility and antibacterial perfor-

mance of the new nanoparticles have been also

explored.
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Experimental section

Chemicals

HSA ([99 %, fraction V, essentially fatty acid free) or

indicated otherwise, AgNO3, Na2HPO4, NaH2PO4,

and trisodium citrate were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich. 2-Hydroxy-1-[4-(2-hydroxyethoxy)phenyl]-

2-methyl-1-propanone (I-2959) was a generous gift

from Ciba Specialty Chemicals; Sulfo-NHS acetate

was purchased from Thermo Scientific; PD-10 desalt-

ing columns were obtained from GE Healthcare.

Stability experiments were carried out in saline

phosphate buffer solution (PBS 100 mM at pH 7.4),

Hanks buffer (HBBS at pH 7.0), Dulbecco’s modified

eagle medium (DMEM), and tris(hydroxymethyl)ami-

nomethane buffer (Tris 0.1 M at pH 9.0). NaCl

solutions were prepared using Milli-Q water. The

effect of pH solution on the HSA stabilizer ability was

determined using 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic

(MES) buffer (0.6 M) at pH 5.0 or 7.0. The stability

of HSA@AgNP and citrate protected AgNP was

assessed by incubating the nanoparticles in simulated

body fluid (SBF) at 37 �C and monitoring their

plasmonic absorption for up to 48 h.

Absorption spectra

Absorbance spectra were recorded using a Cary-100-

Bio UV–Vis spectrophotometer (Varian) employing

0.7 cm pathlength cuvettes. All the spectra were

recorded using a scan speed of 500 nm/min at room

temperature.

Fluorescence emission spectra

Quenching of tryptophan-214 (Trp) fluorescence in

HSA was monitored as previously described (Alarcón

et al. 2010; Garcia et al. 2011). Protein solutions were

kept in dark for at least an hour before measurements,

and their concentrations were adjusted using

e = 35,353 /cm-1M-1 at 280 nm (Raymond et al.

1967). Fluorescence spectra for HSA were recorded

using a PTI spectrofluorimeter employing 1.0 cm

pathlength cuvettes. All spectra were recorded using

295 nm excitation and scanned from 305 to 600 nm at

room temperature; protein absorbance was kept below

0.2. Inner filter effect correction by AgNP addition

was applied in all cases as described by Kubista et al.

(1994).

Effect of HSA on AgNP stability

The stability of AgNP was evaluated in the presence of

either different NaCl concentrations, buffers such as

PBS, HBBS, and DMEM. AgNP stability was deter-

mined by measuring the absorption spectrum of a

mixture of AgNP (6 nM) and NaCl (150 mM) or

buffer (at different concentrations). The measure-

ments were carried out at different incubation times

(from 0 to 18 h) and temperatures in a 96-well plate in

a SpectraMax 5 from Molecular Devices.

Synthesis of AgNP and HSA@AgNP

AgNP were prepared from deoxygenated (30 min)

0.2 mM AgNO3, 0.2 mM I-2959, and 1.0 mM sodium

citrate irradiated with UVA light (8 lamps, in a

Luzchem CCP-4 V photoreactor at 25.0 ± 0.5 �C). A

similar procedure was used for preparing HSA-coated

AgNP (HSA@AgNP) but in this case sodium citrate

was replaced by micromolar concentrations of HSA.

Our approach is based on the Norrish Type I photoc-

leavage of I-2959 leading to ketyl radicals with a

quantum efficiency of 0.29 (Jockusch et al. 2001).

Silver cations, Ag?, scavenge the (CH3)2C•OH radical

(ketyl) and reduce Ag? to Ag0 (see Scheme 1)

(Stamplecoskie and Scaiano 2010; Scaiano et al.

2011; Scaiano et al. 2006).

Blockage of NH2 groups in HSA

A solution of 10 mg of HSA (75 lM) in 2.0 mL of

PBS was treated with 10 mg of sulfo-NHS acetate and

allowed to react at room temperature for 1 h in the

dark. The treated HSA was then purified using a pre-

packaged desalting Sephadex column (PD-10 Col-

umns, GE Healthcare UK CAS 17-0851-01). GE’s

gravity protocol was performed as described by GE

Healthcare. The eluent was then lyophilized and

reconstituted to make a solution of the desired

concentration. In all cases protein content in the

powder was determined using BCA Bio-Rad protein

assay kit using bovine serum albumin (99 %) as

standard (Smith et al. 1985). The degree of NH2

blockage was determined by MALDI-TOF analysis

performed in a Bruker Microflex LT instrument using
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sinapic acid as the matrix and an MSP96 polished steel

target. For the analysis 1.0 lL of a 50:50 solution of

the matrix (saturated) and HSA solution (10 lM) were

placed on the target. MALDI-TOF spectra for Native

and blocked HSA are shown in the supporting

information Figure S1 and S2, respectively. From

the difference on the molecular weight obtained an

average of 18 NH2 blocked residues were determined.

Protein conformation changes after NH2 blocking

or plasmon band excitation

Circular dichroism (CD) measurements were carried

out with a Jasco J-810 spectropolarimeter equipped

with a 150 W xenon lamp (1.0 nm data pitch,

continuous scanning mode, 50 nm/min scan speed,

0.125 s response, and 2 nm bandwidth). The confor-

mational changes were expressed as the loss of CD

signal at 222 nm. All the measurements were per-

formed in a 0.1 cm pathlength quartz cell. The CD

spectra were recorded at different irradiation times

from 0 to 5 min in 100 mM phosphate buffer. CD

measurements for native and blocked HSA do not

reveal any significant change in the protein confor-

mation as shown in Figure S3. This result is in line

with the selective modification of the most solvent-

exposed NH2 residues in the protein as shown in

Figure S4 (see next section for more details).

Computational simulation of solvent-exposed NH2

residues in HSA

The images of human serum albumin free fatty acids

(protein data bank code: 1e78) were obtained using a

visual molecular dynamic (VMD) software (Humphrey

et al. 1996). The surface was represented using New

Cartoon representation in VMD. Lys, Arg, and Asn

residues were separately highlighted in the figures (see

supporting information Figure S4 for more details).

LED excitation of the surface plasmon band

The experimental setup for LED irradiations is the

same as that employed in a previous work (Stample-

coskie and Scaiano 2010). Briefly, the 405 nm LED

were purchased from Roithner Lasertechnik and the

home made setup used four cooled LED units, aimed

at a cuvette (see Figure S5).

TEM images, dynamic light scattering, and zeta

potential measurements

Samples for electron microscopy were prepared by

delivering *10 lL of solution to carbon-coated

copper grids (400 mesh) and dried in a vacuum

system. Electron microscopy images were obtained

using a JSM-7500F FESEM from JEOL Inc operating

in the transmision mode (TEM). The zeta potential and

hydrodynamic sizes were measured using a dynamic

light scattering Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS (Note: the

pH of all the solutions was approximately 7.4).

HSA thermal denaturation

A 100 lM aqueous solution of HSA was placed in a

thermal bath at 95 �C for 10 min and then refrigerated

at 4–8 �C to accelerate cooling.

Biocompatibility and antibacterial performance

of AgNP and HSA@AgNP

The cytotoxicity of AgNP and HSA@AgNP was

evaluated in vitro using human primary dermal

Scheme 1 Overall reaction

for the formation of silver

nanoparticles. Sodium

citrate (a stabilizer) has been

omitted from this scheme
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fibroblast (ATCC, USA) at passage numbers lower

than five. The fibroblasts were grown in Dulbecco’s

modified eagle’s medium (DMEM, Gibco) containing

10 % fetal calf serum and 1.0 % penicillin/strepto-

mycin, and cultured at 37 �C, 5.0 % CO2, and 100 %

humidity. Cell viability was evaluated using CellTiter

96� Aqueous MTS colorimetric viability assay

(Promega) and employed as a measure of cell survival

after 6, 24, and 48 h of incubation. Briefly, from

confluent fibroblasts cultured, 5 9 104 cell/mL were

seeded in a 96-well plate followed by overnight

incubation, prior to addition of nanoparticles or

AgNO3. The samples were incubated for different

times 6, 24, or 48 h and the well contents were

replaced by 100 lL fresh cell culture medium, and

20 lL of MTS solution added and incubated for 2 h

and the absorbance at 490 nm measured in a 96-well

plate in a SpectraMax 5 from Molecular Devices.

Viable cell density was determined by interpolation of

the 490 nm absorption in a calibration curve of MTS at

different cell densities as seen in Figure S10.

The antimicrobial activity of the AgNP, HSA@

AgNP, and AgNO3 were assessed against the gram (-)

mutant kanamycin and tetracycline resistant bacteria

Escherichia coli (BRL2). Growth inhibition was carried

out following standard protocols as described in the

standard Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute

(CLSI) protocol (Wikler 2005). Exponentially growing

cultures were incubated at 37 �C with or without AgNP

or AgNO3 for 24 h in 96-well plates (FalconTM) at a

bacteria density of &1.09 105 cfu/mL in 25 % Lysog-

eny broth (LB). Bacteria growth was monitored

in a SpectraMax 5 from Molecular Devices as the

optical density at 600 nm (OD600) in each well (see

Figure S11).

Results and discussion

Stabilization of AgNP by HSA

AgNP were prepared as indicated above (see

Scheme 1). In contrast with AuNP (McGilvray et al.

2006; Marin et al. 2008) this reaction must be

performed in the presence of a stabilizing agent since

unprotected AgNP are not stable in pure water

(Stamplecoskie and Scaiano 2010). Addition of

3.0 nm AgNP prepared as above (*25 nM, stock

solution) into native or denatured 10 lM HSA in water

(see Fig. 1A, B) causes a change in the protein

fluorescence only in the case of denatured HSA. Data

from denatured HSA (Fig. 1B, C) show an enhance-

ment region for the Trp intrinsic fluorescence at AgNP

\0.38 nM (see Fig. 1B) while at concentrations

higher than 2.0 nM there is almost no measurable

quenching under our experimental detection limit. In

all cases no modification of the Trp fluorescence

lifetime was detected (data not shown) indicative of a

static quenching mechanism. Control experiments

with Ag?, I-2959, or HEBA showed only minor

emission changes at similar concentrations as

employed in the quenching by AgNP (see Table 1).

HEBA is a known oxidation product of the substituted

benzoyl radical (Scheme 1).

The bimodal behavior in the fluorescence of dena-

tured HSA can be explained by the formation of protein

corona arrangements (Lynch and Dawson 2008) that at

AgNP concentrations lower than 0.38 nM leads to a

marked emission enhancement as they locate in the

plasmon enhancement region. This enhanced emission

becomes a smaller fraction of the total emission as the

concentration of AgNP increases due to the finite

availability of nanoparticle surface. Effectively, the

ratio of HSA/AgNP at the maximum enhancement

shown in Fig. 1B is close to 160,000 molecules per

AgNP, while at AgNP concentrations [0.5 nM this

will be less than 16,000 molecules per AgNP. These

data are fully compatible with the formation of corona

arrangement where there is a considerable excess of

‘‘free protein’’ in the aqueous phase. This corona

arrangement is obviously different from the one

formed for the native protein since no effect on the

fluorescence emission was observed for the non-

denatured protein as displayed in Fig. 1C; the changes

for denatured HSA, while modest (*20 %) are outside

error limits and are not observed for the native protein.

The most likely explanation is that the formation of an

initial shell of the unfolded HSA surrounding the metal

surface facilitates the sequential association of more

denatured protein. However, in the case of native HSA

J Nanopart Res (2013) 15:1374 Page 5 of 14
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it is not possible to form such layer because the rigid

geometry of the protein resembles a rectangle of

3.0 9 8.0 9 8.0 nm, (Peters 1996) that precludes

other protein molecules from approaching enough to

cause a fluorescence enhancement.

We believe that there must be three populations for

the proteins: (i) protein directly bound to the AgNP

surface, (ii) a protein shell in close contact with the first

‘‘contact’’ protein layer, and (iii) free protein in the

aqueous phase. The three populations must be in

dynamic equilibrium. Circular dichroism experiments

in the presence of AgNP did not show any significant

modification in the protein conformation, suggesting

that only a small population of HSA is directly bound to

the metallic surface (data not shown). Attempts to

measure thermodynamic parameters for the formation

of this corona arrangement were carried out by Isother-

mal titration calorimetry. However, no reliable data was

obtained most likely due to limitations with the

resolution limit of our equipment.

We wondered if it was possible for such protein

supramolecular organization to improve the stability

of the nanoparticle under physiological conditions.

This point is of great interest, since AgNP are easily

degraded in the presence of chloride ions, available at

*150 mM in living organisms. Figure 2 displays the

effect of different protein concentrations on the

absorption spectra of AgNP in aqueous 150 mM NaCl.

Figure 2A (inset) shows that the plasmonic absor-

bance from AgNP fades in the presence of NaCl

150 mM and a new broad band appears between 500

and 700 nm. This is attributed to AgNP aggregation

promoted by chloride ions. This can be prevented by

addition of[0.05 lM protein (Fig. 2B). Thus, assum-

ing a AgNP concentration of 25 nM, at least two HSA

molecules are required to protect each AgNP. When

the protein concentration exceeds 100 lM a decrease

in the SPB intensity was observed (zone II in Fig. 2A);

we hypothesize that protein aggregation is favoured at

concentrations [ 100 lM (Peters 1996) thus decreas-

ing the protection conferred by monomeric HSA. We

postulate that this protecting effect depends on the

number of available NH2 groups, rather than the

macromolecule conformation, as suggested by

Fig. 2B. These data suggest that electrostatic interac-

tions confer protection to the AgNP surface (Lynch

and Dawson 2008). Additionally, we have observed

that protein protection against NaCl, and other salts,

was not significantly affected by the presence of

(B0.5 mM) sodium citrate, I-2959, or HEBA (data not

shown). This indicates that these components are not

involved in the formation of the corona arrangement.

Recognizing that NaCl is not the only substance that

can potentially decrease the AgNP stability, we also

assessed their stability with different buffers such as,

Fig. 1 Effect of AgNP addition in Trp-214 HSA fluorescence.

Representative plots displaying the changes in the 10 lM

protein emissions the nanoparticle concentration increases from

0 (red line) to 6.25 nM (bold black line) for native (A) or heat-

treated (B) human serum albumin. Changes in fluorescence

intensity (kexc = 295 nm) expressed as F/F0 for denatured

(kem = 332 nm) and native (kem = 340 nm) protein in the

presence of increasing concentration of AgNP (C). All

measurements were done by triplicate, in three different days

at room temperature

Table 1 Native HSA fluorescence quenching parameters for

the different compounds present in AgNP aqueous solution

Compound Ksv/102 (M-1)

AgNO3 1.10

Citrate \0.4

I-2959 5.0a

HEBA 2.0

KSV is the Stern–Volmer constant for the quenching process
a Value determined from the initial slope after inner filter

correction
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phosphate buffer saline (PBS 100 mM, pH 7.0),

glucose supplemented phosphate buffer (Hank’s

buffer), Dulbecco’s minimum media (DMEM) buffer

(buffer-formulation commonly employed in cell cul-

turing), MES buffer (600 mM, pH 7.0), and Tris–HCl

buffer (100 mM, pH 7.0). Figure 3A–C shows that

even at low protein concentrations (0.2 lM) AgNP

become stable in all the buffers assessed, with a

concomitant SPB red shift of *8.0 nm. Remarkably,

as the buffer complexity increases, the protein pro-

tection efficacy seems to decrease. In particular, the

minimum protein concentration needed for conferring

protection to AgNP becomes greater as the number of

components in the buffer increases (DMEM [ Hank’s

buffer [ phosphate buffer saline). The most notewor-

thy difference within the buffers was found in the 18 h

stability experiments (Fig. 3D) for DMEM; where

AgNP SPB clearly decreases after only 3 h, probably

due to protein oxidation promoted by the components

in the medium (aminoacids, vitamins, minerals, etc.).

Protein protection was also observed for AgNP in

Tris–HCl buffer and to a lesser extent if MES buffer is

employed as shown in Figure S6.

Synthesis and characterization of HSA-coated

silver nanostructures

In an attempt to obtain biocompatible AgNP, we

initially attempted the I-2959 mediated photochemical

synthesis of AgNP using the free L-amino acids Trp,

Tyr, Met, Lys, His, and Cys as stabilizing agents.

However, no nanoparticles were obtained using this

approach (data not shown). Next we tested HSA as

protecting agent. Figure 4 shows the AgNP absorption

spectra obtained using citrate 1.0 mM and/or different

HSA concentrations, from 0.3 to 1.2 lM, upon 15 min

UVA irradiation. Control experiments irradiating

HSA and silver nitrate solution did not produce any

AgNP. A red shift on SPB from 385 ± 3.0 to

397 ± 2.0 nm is observed immediately after AgNP

synthesis in the presence of HSA. Similar results have

been described for other metallic nanoparticles syn-

thesized employing polymers and/or biomolecules as

stabilizing agents (Nayac and Shin 2008; Murawala

et al. 2009; Nangia et al. 2009; Pattabi and Pattabi

2009).

We note that the SPB growth rate, determined as the

area under the curve for HSA@AgNP (see Figure S7),

and citrate stabilized AgNP showed different profiles

suggesting differences during the AgNP growth pro-

cesses. Given that the absorbance of I-2959 is very

similar in all the systems, we concluded that HSA

interferes with either the photochemistry of I-2959, or

with the ketyl radical reaction leading to Ag? reduc-

tion. Experiments using different I-2959 concentra-

tions (0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 mM) in the presence of

constant native HSA (1.2 lM) revealed that the

growth is faster at higher I-2959 concentrations, as

expected, given the increase in radical formation rate.

In contrast, when maintaining a fixed I-2959

Fig. 2 A Effect of HSA concentration on plasmonic absorption

in aqueous *25 nM AgNP and 150 mM NaCl: 0 lM (purple
circles), 0.01 lM (blue circles), 1.0 lM (light blue circles),

2.5 lM (green circles), 5.0 lM (light green circles), and 10 lM

(red circles). The absorption spectrum for AgNP at the same

concentration in water is also included (black circles). The

dashed line indicates the position of 395 nm in the plot.

B Changes in the AgNP SPB maximum in 150 mM NaCl

solutions containing different kinds of HSA (native, denatured,

and amine group-blocked) with concentration ranging from 0 to

10 lM. Asterisks in B indicate AgNP spontaneous aggregation.

Inset in A shows the changes in the absorption at 395 nm as

function of native HSA concentration in a wider concentration

range. The data measured for AgNP in water are identified with

a blue arrow. All measurements performed at room temperature;

the error bars in inset A correspond to the average of three

independents measurements. In B 10 % error bars have been

added
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concentration (0.2 mM) and changing the native HSA

concentration from 0.6 to 4.8 lM, the results show

that when the protein concentration increases, the

growth rate for the SPB decreases. Figure 5 illustrates

this effect; extrapolation of the data in the inset

suggests that protein-protected I-2959 generates the

SPB at only one third of the rate observed when the

protein is absent.

We have also noted (see Figure S7) that the

presence of native HSA decreases the AgNP formation

rate as compared to citrate protected AgNP. Further,

after only *5.0 min a plateau is reached which most

likely corresponds to the completed reduction of Ag?

to Ag0. Given that the integrated area under the SPB

spectra is slightly larger when HSA is present, this

suggests that the photochemistry of I-2959 has a

reduced quantum yield when incorporated in HSA.

The SPB growth was slower for NH2-blocked HSA

compared with native HSA.

The zeta potential (f) and hydrodynamic size

(HDS) were measured for all the AgNP and proteins.

Figure 6 shows that values of f change from

-33 ± 2.0 to -56 ± 3.0 mV after NH2 blocking of

HSA. Differences are likely due to the reduced total

number of available NH2 after blocking (roughly 18

NH2 groups blocked). Interestingly, when native HSA

is used as the stabilizing agent, f changed from

-49 ± 2.0 to ?41 ± 3.0 mV. This is in line with the

expected surface protection by the macromolecule

where its arrangement on the metallic surface through

non-covalent interactions leads to f modification. The

role of ionizable carboxylic acids was also explored;

however, the current protocols for blocking carboxylic

acids required several steps and harsh conditions,

when compared to NH2 blocking.

The long-term stability for the AgNP prepared

using either HSA and NH2-blocked HSA are shown in

Fig. 7 plotted as the AUC (350–550 nm) for each

AgNP SPB at different times after synthesis for up to

120 h. Figure 7 shows that neither for citrate@AgNP

nor for HSA@AgNP the AUC changed significantly

after 120 h. In fact, we have observed a remarkable

Fig. 3 Effect of HSA on AgNP SPB absorption in different

buffers; phosphate buffer saline (A), Hank’s buffer (B), and

DMEM (C). Spectra taken at different protein concentrations:

0 lM (black filled triangles), 0.2 lM (purple circles), 1.0 lM

(blue squares), 2.0 lM (green diamonds), and 5.0 lM (red X);

the aqueous absorption spectrum of AgNP has been also

included for comparison (black open triangles). The arrows in

A–C denote SPB changes (OD0 corresponds to the optical

density at the maximum at time zero). D AgNP stability

evaluated at 395 nm in the three different buffers using 5.0 lM

HSA after 3, 6, and 18 h incubation. All measurements were

carried out at room temperature by quadruplicate; errors were

\5.0 % in all cases (5 % error bars have been included in the

plot). Similar plots for the remaining buffers are included in the

supporting information (Figure S6)
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stability for both kinds of particles over the course of a

month. In contrast, NH2-blocked HSA were no longer

stable after 24 h, particularly the sample prepared

using 0.3 lM of NH2-blocked HSA that spontane-

ously aggregated after this time; more importantly,

even at higher concentrations the SPB decayed

steadily indicating poor nanoparticle stability.

Changes on AgNP SPB maximum for all the nano-

particles were also detected. The strongest change

occurs for citrate@AgNP, where SPB is 23 nm red

shifted after 24 h from its original value after synthesis

(375 nm). This value was maintained constant up to

120 h as shown in Fig. 7. These changes are probably

related to a post-synthesis AgNP growth (ripening) in

the first 24 h. For both HSA types the red shift was

close to 15 nm.

Even though this provoked an important loss in

alpha helix content, we found that its role in the

stabilization and synthesis of AgNP is very similar to

that provided by native HSA (data not shown).

Moreover, we consider that a model involving

primarily NH2 explains consistently the observed

behavior. As the data for HSA shows that concentra-

tions below 0.3 lM are enough to stabilize AgNP

(25 nM using 5.2 ± 0.1 nm AgNP from SEM (see

Figure S8) there must be around 4.0 protein molecules

stabilizing each AgNP.

The AgNP with NH2-blocked HSA have f values

smaller than those obtained with native HSA. These

values point to a reduced colloidal stability for NH2-

blocked HSA. The particles prepared using NH2-

blocked HSA are considerably bigger 30–1140 nm,

than their HSA@AgNP counterpart (8.5 nm average

size), an observation that is consistent with their

reduced stability. These results cannot be explained by

differences in either HSA conformation or size

(similar HDS were measured for both HSA and

NH2-blocked HSA). The most probable explanation

is that differences in growth mechanisms conferred

reduced stability to nascent particles when NH2-

blocked HSA is used. This is supported by electron

microscopy images (see Figure S8) where the forma-

tion of cubes, rods, and plates (apart from small-sized

spherical AgNP) takes place with NH2-blocked HSA.

The presence of cubic structures with absorption

maxima at 420 nm (Stamplecoskie and Scaiano 2010;

McEachran and Kitaev 2008) bears great resemblance

to the crystalline structure of HSA that coincidentally

possesses such of crystalline arrangement in the solid

state (Murawala et al. 2009). Interestingly, as NH2-

HSA@AgNP are gradually formed it promotes (see

Figure S8) crystallization and the formation of some

cubic structures. The simplicity of our approach

compares well with the few reported synthetic routes

for silver cubes (Sun and Xia 2002; Tran et al. 2008;

Murphy et al. 2005; McEachran and Kitaev 2008).

The stability of our new HSA@AgNP in simulated

body fluid was also assessed as seen in Figure S9. This

figure shows how only HSA protected silver

Fig. 5 Effect of different native HSA concentrations on the

SPB growth in the presence of constant I-2959 (0.2 mM) and

constant Ag? (0.2 mM); it shows a slower growth as the HSA

concentration increases. All datasets approximated with a linear

fit; the point marked (a) belongs to the 0.6 lM dataset, but was

not used for the fit because it shows saturation (as expected as

high Ag? conversion). The inset shows the slope as a function of

HSA concentration

Fig. 4 Absorption spectra for colloidal AgNP after 15 min

irradiation prepared using as stabilizers citrate or HSA at

different concentration: 0.3 lM, 0.6 lM, and 1.2 lM; I-2959

was 0.2 mM. All measurements performed at 25.0 ± 0.5 �C in

aqueous solutions using eight UVA lamps
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nanoparticles were stable in the SBF solution for up to

48 h, SPB decreases only 20 %, in comparison to the

spontaneous aggregation observed for citrate@AgNP.

With this in mind the biocompatibility of

HSA@AgNP on human fibroblasts was also evalu-

ated. Figure S10 summarizes the cell viability mea-

sured after different incubation times, from 6 to 48 h,

for skin fibroblasts in the presence of HSA@AgNP,

citrate@AgNP, or AgNO3. The salt precursor,

AgNO3, seems to be extremelly toxic at concentra-

tions higher than 30 lM, meanwhile concentrations

between 15 and 30 lM affect cell proliferation.

HSA@AgNP and citrate@AgNP, on the other hand,

do not exhibit either any toxicity or affect cell

proliferation indicating a good biocompatibility of

these nanoparticles on primary cells. In the particular

case of citrate@AgNP we believe the presence of fetal

calf serum in the cell culture medium helps to decrease

their toxicity by preventing the nanoparticle aggrega-

tion, leading the formation of the proven toxic ionic

silver.

The antibacterial performance of our nanoparticles

was also assessed and compared with AgNO3. This

time we have chosen an antibiotic resistant bacteria

A BFig. 6 Zeta potential A left
and hydrodynamic sizes

B right for citrate@AgNP

(labeled as citrate) and

AgNP prepared using

different concentrations of

either native or NH2-

blocked HSA measured

24 h after AgNP synthesis.

Control experiments with

native protein or NH2-

blocked HSA have been also

included in the plot. The

error bars correspond to the

SD from four independent

measurements at 25 �C

Fig. 7 Bottom changes in SPB absorption area under the curve

(between 350 and 550 nm) for citrate@AgNP (citrate), native

and amine-blocked HSA, prepared using different protein

concentrations as shown in the bottom of x-axis, measured at

0 h (violet bars), 24 h (blue bars), and 120 h (red bars) after

AgNP synthesis (15 min UVA irradiation). Top variation on

AgNP surface plasmon band position after 0, 24, and 120 h

(top x-axis) nanoparticle synthesis; a break in the x-axis has been

included between 30 and 117 h to facilitate plot understanding.

The asterisks on the bottom figure indicate nanoparticle

aggregation. An approximated 10 % error has been added to

the bar plots
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strand E. Coli (see experimental) and growth inhibi-

tion experiments were carried out. In the particular

case of HSA@AgNP we did observe a delay in the

bacteria growth as the concentration of the nanopar-

ticle increases as seen in Figure S11. In this Figure we

have also included the OD at 600 nm measured after

24 h incubation with the bacteria, and it is seen that

both nanoparticles, citrate and HSA protected AgNP,

have similar performance as antibacterial agents but

only the HSA composite was stable, non-aggregate, in

the LB medium. Note that HSA@AgNP could be

potentially used at concentrations of 50 lM, total

silver, or 6.25 nM nanoparticle concentrations as

antibacterial agent because it is not toxic, see Figure

S10, as compared to AgNO3.

HSA denaturation upon AgNP SPB excitation

Excitation of SPB transitions leads to highly efficient

light-to-heat conversion (Dulkeith et al. 2004;

Richardson et al. 2009; Scaiano et al. 2011). The

extreme local heat has been proposed as alternative

treatment for Alzheimer diseases (b-amyloid disrup-

tion) (Triulzi et al. 2008; Kogan et al. 2006) and

hyperthermia cancer therapy (Cheong et al. 2009;

Cherukuri et al. 2010). The efficiency of the processes

depends on the protein-nanoparticle interaction, native

protein stability, and particle heat dissipation. We have

examined the effect of 405 nm irradiation on

HSA@AgNP. The results are shown in Fig. 8. It is

important to note that HSA protein conformation

(taking into account the specific protein rotation at

222 nm in CD) following AgNP preparation was

almost 40 % lower than their native conformation,

reflecting that protein conformation is preserved to an

important extent during nanoparticle synthesis. This

could signify a probable loss of helix content when

HSA is bound to the metal surface. Similar observations

have been described by Murawala et al. (2009) using

bovine serum albumin in the preparation of AgNP.

Conclusions

Thermally denatured HSA interacts with *3.0 nm

spherical citrate protected AgNP leading to an

enhancement of the fluorescence emission of the

Trp-214, most likely located within the plasmon

enhancement region of the nanoparticle. Formation

of protein corona is the most likely explanation for this

phenomenon.

The effectiveness of native HSA as a stabilizer for

AgNP was also demonstrated by the changes on the

SPB absorption upon protein addition. The red shift of

SPB in the presence of HSA is a clear indication of

dielectric constant changes at the nanoparticle surface.

Further, AgNP are unstable in the presence of chloride

ions. Surprisingly, we have found that even relatively

low concentrations of HSA can protect citrate@AgNP

from different salts/ions such as NaCl or common

buffers. Nevertheless, long-term stability for AgNP

conferred by HSA is apparently controlled by the

medium complexity where an increase in the number

of components in the buffer cause the particles to be

less stable.

Fig. 8 Effect of the irradiation (at 405 nm) on the circular

dichroism (CD) spectra of HSA@AgNP (1.2lM protein). Top
CD spectra as a function of irradiation time up to 5 min

(indicated by the arrow). Bottom change in the CD signal at

222 nm expressed as remaining percentage for HSA@AgNP

(small blue diamond) or free HSA 1.0 lM (big red diamond), as

function of the irradiation time. All measurements in 100 mM

phosphate buffer at pH 7.4
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We also noted that the protecting efficiency of HSA

is strongly influenced by the availability of NH2

groups rather than the macromolecule conformation.

Further, the solution pH, in MES buffer pH 5.0 or 7.0,

seems to also affect the protection capacity of the

protein due to a change in protonation state.

Silver nanoparticles can be readily prepared in

aqueous solutions under mild conditions using a

photochemical method with HSA as protecting

agent. The protein is more than just a mere

protecting agent, since it could also complex

Ag? ions and affect the ratio of Ag? between the

aqueous solution and the macromolecule structure as

HSA shows a remarkable affinity for silver ions.

Long-term stability experiments have shown that

amine-blocked HSA are far less stable than when

using native HSA or even the protein alone. The

hydrodynamic size measurements for the nanoparti-

cles showed that the nanocomposite size is highly

modified when the NH2 groups in HSA are blocked.

It is also of note that when NH2-blocked HSA is

employed as a stabilizer, in the presence of other

AgNP shapes (primarily cubes and plates) and sizes

(5–15 nm), these are different from those obtained

using native HSA. The HSA@AgNP composites

shown to be stable in physiological simulated

medium and non-toxic in primary cell cultures of

skin fibroblasts. They also have antibacterial prop-

erties similar to the observed for citrate@AgNP but

with improved stability.

Surface plasmon excitation of HSA@AgNP pro-

moted loss of conformation of bound protein within

5 min, suggesting that plasmon heating can readily

induce protein denaturation using continuous light

sources such as LED. Our own work shows that local

temperatures as high 500 �C can be reached for

submicrosecond times (with AuNP) although this high

temperature is only reached in the near vicinity of the

nanoparticle and its effect on the bulk solution is

minor.

Our work provides another example where new

biocompatible nanomaterials can be made in a facile

one-step reaction. By understanding the interactions

between biomolecules and metallic nanoparticles it

may be possible to manipulate them in order to

produce a variety of silver nanostructures that can be

selectively prepared and then be delivered to pres-

elected organs or biocomponents and triggered pho-

tochemically with spatial and temporal control.
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